DATCON LCD HOUR METERS ARE ENGINEERED-TOUGH

Looking for a SEALED LCD hourmeter you can count on, no matter what? Datcon LCD hourmeters were designed from the ground-up, using the SAME platform now supplied to a well-known OEM.

THE BOTTOM-LINE: BEST-IN-CLASS FEATURES

- IP67 sealed front and rear; sealed to 5 psi
- Rugged and reliable—survives 20+ Gs of shock & vibration
- Extremely accurate: +/- .02%
- Wide operating voltage & temperature range: 7-56 VDC; -40°C to +85°C
- “Inhibited” or “non-inhibited configuration” (one solution/one part number)
- Electrically protected from over-voltage & reverse polarity
- Robust, automotive-grade, “severe-duty” LCD
- Spin-on fastener for round hourmeter; 2-hole mounting for rectangular “mini” unit
- Heavy-duty terminals for all-weather use
- Ideal for severe-duty applications such as construction equipment!